industrial sanitizing
with ecological dry steam

corporate
leader in **dry steam** technology
We approach future with new ideas to transform saturated dry steam into the leading method of cleaning. Green technology is not only a line on our business card, but a constant focus of our research to ensure the protection of our vital natural resources and the maintenance of our ethical principles.

Menikini does not limit itself to product sales, but works alongside its clients providing all support necessary from training to logistics creating a consolidated synergy.

The company is determined to cement their reputation as the most reliable in the industry, working constantly to guarantee customer satisfaction. We aim to maintain competitive pricing of our products while maintaining the highest standard of quality associated with the Menikini name.

Menikini is an innovative company, a successful example of the most genuine Italian family business. The brand is the result of the established experience of Luciano Menichini who has been manufacturing high-quality electrical appliances since 1973.

Such valuable legacy has been taken up by his children, Simona and Massimiliano, who have launched a future-oriented project.

Using the solid foundation, the current generation has expanded into markets abroad, bringing the best of “Made in Italy” to the world.
Domoplast, expert in thermoplastic mold design and injection molding and parent company of the group, produces electro domestic appliances for some of the most prestigious Italian and International companies.

A client retention rate in excess of 95% guarantees an unrivaled level of customer satisfaction in the sector.

The quality and competitiveness of the Domoplast production is guaranteed by the constant technological improvements in molding and assembly, the constant control of the manufacturing processes as well as the efficient use of automation and robotics.

The entire production is overseen by the highly equipped quality department.
General Vapeur was one of the first companies in the world to propose saturated dry steam for cleaning and sanitizing.

Since 1973, General Vapeur’s expertise of research and development has allowed the company to take advantage of the potential of steam cleaning while maintaining the maximum level of safety for the operators.

Following years of success and rewarded by the sales of millions of machines worldwide, General Vapeur began a complete renovation, transferring its entire production to a new facility in the Menikini compound in Albairate - Milan.
made in Italy is the result of centuries of art and culture

The Italian creative genius has a long history, so that Italy hosts the highest number of artistic sites in the world. Fashion, cars and food are today the most famous witnessing of Italian creativity, but the “Made in Italy” re-evaluates also the industrial production in international competition. Abroad, in fact, Italian products have such a high reputation to constitute a class of its own. Generally, Italian products are recognized by quality, attention to detail, creativity of design and forms, great durability and reliability. This is why the “Made in Italy” label is among the first in the world for notoriety.
Menikini machines are the expression of the best “Made in Italy” designs, as the above steam generator Vapor prof.

the most genuine label worldwide

Menikini is a keen supporter of the “Made in Italy” label, guaranteeing its customers that the machines they purchase are true products of Italian quality. Made in Italy expresses excellence in creativity and craftsmanship. The whole world admires and trusts products with the “Made in Italy” label. Most people are prepared to make sacrifices to be able to purchase an Italian branded article.

For Menikini the ‘Made in Italy’ label means the use of only the highest quality materials and a product made entirely in Italy from the design and development until the product is constructed, tested and ready for sale.

Obviously, the decision to keep the entire production process in Italy involves higher costs: the use of highly skilled professional workers and technicians, the state of the art production facilities and the guarantee of the highest level of quality. Menikini uses only first class raw materials and components.

The Menikini business model provides a guarantee to customers that all machines are a true product of Italian craftsmanship and quality, and worthy of the Made in Italy label.
partnership

Our service center is always at the customer’s disposal. Our team of operators is available to answer any and all questions and requests. Menikini offers its customers a comprehensive range of flexible service assistance that delivers fast answers and efficient problem solving. It aims to simplify the customer’s life by offering rapid-response support around the world.

post sale service

Because we think a strong post sale service is fundamental, we provide every new distributor with FREE training on every industrial or commercial steam generator.

Versatile service plans can help proactively reduce downtime. Regular safety checks and maintenance inspections for technical problem solving protect your machine investment.

Menikini also offers maintenance and training programs beyond the start-up and commissioning phases. Our goal is to transfer a deep knowledge about dry steam applications to our clients ensuring safe machine operation even at the highest performance levels.

technical support & maintenance

Keeping your machinery up and running is a necessity. Menikini helps with worldwide assistance available to all customers.

All our main distributors are equipped with an extremely knowledgeable and certified team of technicians who are available to assist you with any questions or needs that you have.
Menikini is a partner with whom clients develop a professional and emotional synergy based on mutual trust and respect. The quality of service is at the heart of our company, but it is the direct rapport with our clients that has been the real key to our success.

Menikini is a modern brand that invites change: the challenge of new markets stimulates our innovation and creativity as we search for new products and opportunities for growth. Menikini offers its partners a profitable collaboration with complete respect for the individual needs of each client. All of our collective resources and capabilities are available for everyone.

Menikini strives to create value for each customer. Beginning with a concept, then based on the most advanced technology and the interaction of all company resources, developed into a product which will satisfy the customer's need.
The sales and service network consists of dealers and exclusive distributors for all areas of the world.
Menikini participates regularly in the most important trade shows worldwide. Our presence in international trade shows is a strong reminder of our truly global presence and further proof of our commitment to our customers. It is our aim to understand the varying regional needs and supply specific technical solutions accordingly. Menikini believes that trade shows provide crucial meeting points for the industry and constitute a valuable tool for our company to confirm and improve the already high profile it has achieved.

New and existing customers are invited to meet us at our stands where they will be looked after by our team of professionals.

Supporting the global business growth, Menikini’s local business strategy is to provide its customer network with local distributors strategically located in its major markets. Each distributor offers a series of services tailor-made to its specific customers’ needs and local opportunities.
green steam academy

tips and tricks for operators

The GREEN STEAM ACADEMY is Menikini’s new service for professionals in industrial cleaning, aimed to teach techniques and advanced procedures in cleaning and sanitizing with steam.

The events are held with the participation of selected groups of operators. The program includes theoretical sections to teach the basic information on steam, ecology and sanitation. Practical tests for steam’s use are organized in specially prepared environments. There are also special lessons on maintenance and safety.

Participants receive a detailed documentation about each phase of the courses and a diploma following course completion. For more information visit: www.menikini.com
Menikini is a registered trade name
In the continuous development of its products, Menikini reserves the right to make modifications to the same without prior warning.
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